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REEDITED. Do you believe in love at first sight? If you believe the bible, then your answer is yes.

When Adam awoke from the sleep, he beheld Eve and claimed her. The rest is history.In the first

installment of The Greatest Love Series, witness Christian Romance between Benjamin G. Adams

and Camille James. Benjamin has spent the last year mourning the untimely death of his girlfriend,

Lauren. He is ready to start fresh, and this time, he is willing to do it the Lordâ€™s way.Will Camille,

an entrepreneur, who works around the clock and makes little time for fun, let down her guards and

open her heart to Benjamin?Will destiny answer that question for her? Witness a relationship that

begins with a catastrophe. Watch the domino effect it causes as reunions, revelations, tragedies,

and triumphs take place for those who are connected to Benjamin and Camille. They will need a

great and perfect love to stand the forces that are headed their way. Book 1 of 5 Book Series
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I read this book in one setting. Yes it came with different characters and was fast-paced. However

the scriptures and the spirituality was outstanding. I love there Pastor in the Liberty Fellowship

Church. He get's up reads his scripture, preaches his word and opens the door for those to heal.

Benjamin G. Adams and Camille James are our primary couple. Benjamin Adam's mother Ms. Ellen

hosts Sunday dinner every Sunday after church to the lost, needy, neighbors and family. Sitting

around the dinner table and communicating with family is a lost gem in the 21st century. Benjamin

took one look at Camille and knew he found his Eve then she got hit by a drunk driver. This story

line surrounds co-workers an close friends surrounding Benjamin and Camille. The love, the

honesty the realistic story line had me hooked. Intimacy, growth, trust, suspenseful, fast paced and

intriguing. Loved this story-line and the plot. Time to finish the series.

Loved it! The story was well-written, fun and engaging. It flowed easily, detailing how relationships

are tested. It was easy to visualize the different scenes in the story. Problems emerged and yes, the

struggles are real. At times, I thought I had it all figured out, but no, the situation changed, and here

comes a curve ball. The relationship between Benjamin and Camille was simply touching and

romantic. Kevin and PaigeÃ¢Â€Â™s relationship needs a whole book, if you catch my drift. Oh,

Paige!!! And then, there was Karen and Frankie with a relationship like no other. All I can say is, oh

wow.The author did an excellent job showcasing these diverse characters and their issues. Their

personal battles were grueling but I was encouraged by their journeys toward forgiveness and

restoration. It was clear that when we donÃ¢Â€Â™t deal with past issues they become giants in our

lives. The few sermons throughout the book were sound and inspirational. This story a good display

of faith at work, and the importance of having a relationship with God.CanÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to read the

next book in the series. Great job, Genevieve Woods! Highly recommended. Grab your copy!

Upon beginning this series, I felt that it was the typical story of Love At 1st sight, but upon

completion I realized that it was so much more! To me it was a story about RELATIONSHIPS (with

God, between friends and that as lovers). I liked the way the author dealt with the myriad issues

couples, family and friends deal with in their relationships (hurt, grief, abandonment, belittling,

contempt, etc.) and how she used the Word of God to relay a message to the reader of hope and

restoration! The characters are all relatable and I can't wait to read "After Church" to find out if

Benjamin and Camille make it to the altar.

This book is not only a captivating book to read, but is full of excellent advice! This is why I



thoroughly enjoy Gene Woods' books. Some of my favorites are: "resist temptation by setting limits

Ben blew me away with that prayer. Okay, I had to mention that first. A man who prays for his future

wife is the only man to marry in my book. When Camille was hit my the car, it was so suspenseful

and shocking.You know the book is good when secondary characters have a place in your heart.

Kevin and Paige easily became my favorite set with their differences and I rooted for them all the

way to the end. I loved the cookie scene.There's drama throughout. Dead girlfriend's who have too

much hold on the living and more. This is a very good story to read.

This is definitely great Christian love story book! I try to make a practice of reading a good book

when I get time, but I must say, this book kept my attention throughout the entire reading. I was so

excited when I received my book that I read it in one evening setting, and looking forward to The

Second Installment! Thank you Genevieve!

While reading this book I felt like all main characters are my mates, I was worried about them and

was happy when they were. There is one flaw in this, I've started missing them when finished read

this bookÃ°ÂŸÂ˜Â•In a few words, this book is interesting, engaging and very inspiring, so I am

going to read second book for sure

I love a the character s except miss carol acting selfI love the story, lol awesome read. Keep up the

great work.
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